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International Dictionary, Scalia's opin- cated by the Scalia opinion. K 
ion reasoned that the act covers "only concluded that the act does 
those relatively permanent, standing, or tend only to waters that are " 
continuously flowing bodies of water nent," "continuous," or "sta 
'forming geographic features."' The or "form[] geographic features" 
act, Scalia argued, does not apply to not "exclu[de] wetlands lack 
"channels through which water flows continuoussurfaceconnection to 
intermittently or ephemerally, or chan- jurisdictional waters"; and does e 
nels that ueriodicallv provide drainage to "intermittent waters." 
for rainfh." With r;s'peb to wetlan&, Kennedy further outlined 
Scalia's opinion concluded that "only "significant nexus" test for d 
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those wetlands with a continuous ingwhen a nonnavigable tribu 
surface connection to bodies that are wetland has a sufficient conn 

Court: New Corps ['navigable waters'] in their own right traditionalnavigablewater to 
so that there is no clear demarcation theact'sscope.Hewenembra 

Rule, Pronto betwem'watm' and wetlands" receive thecorps'bmdest theories, 
protection. in Carabell, and asserted that 

past June, five different Su- Justice John Paul Stevens also filed mlewetlandsplayinpoUutan 
pmeCourtjustices Hed opinions an opinion jointed by three other j u s  flood control, and runoff storage,it 
in the two Clean Water Actktion tices: David Souter. Ruth Ginsbw and well be the absence of hydrologic l- 

404 -before the Court, United States Breyer. In sharp contrast to the &aIia 
v. Rapanos and Carabell u. United States opinion, theStevensopinionconcluded 
Army Corps of Engineers, but no single UlattheCorps'rrgulationsbroadly con- 
opinion secured the five votes necessary struing "navigable waters" were valid 
to announce an "opinion of the Court." in all respects, including their extension 
One hundred four pages in all, it was to wetlands. The regulations were not 
not until the final sentence of the final m d e m i  infirm"even though not every 
opinion, a dihsent written and joined wetland adjacent toa traditi-dy m\l- 
onlv bv itsauthor. IusticeSteahenBrev- cable wateroritshibutarv will wrform 
er, ha; the effect orthe resit- 
ing cacophony became clear: "Todafs 
opinions, taken together, call for the 
Army Corps of Engineers to write new 
regulations, and speedily so." 

At issue in Rapanos and Carabell was 
one of the single most controversial 
questions in environmental law: the 
meaning of "navigable waters," which 
defines the geographic scope of the 
Clean Water Act ingeneral and its Sec- 
tion 404 dredged or fill permitting pro- 
gram. Four justices joined an opinion 
written by Justice Antonin Scalia that 
was strikingly dismissive of the Corps 
(dgcribed as an "enlightened despot") 
and the Clean Water Act (described as 
"tedious"). Although the Scalia opinion, 
joined by Chief Justice John Roberts and 
Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel 
Alito, declined in one paragraph plain- 
tiffs' invitation to restrict "navigable 
waters"strict1y to traditionalnavigable 
w a h  or adjacent wetlands inseparably 
bound up with those waters, the opin- 
ion dwelled for the rest of its 39 ages 
on the absurdity of the Corps' road 
interpretation. 

1 
Relying on the definition of "waters" 

in Webster's 1954 Second Edition of its 

h (or perhaps any) of d e  wakr qual- 
ity functions generally assodated with 
wetlands." 

No other justice joined Justice An- 
thony Kennedy's separate opinion, but 
his is the opinion that, more than any 
other, now dedares the governing law. 
In one significant respect, Kennedy 
sided with the plaintiffs Rapanos and 
Carabell, but in many other far more 
significant respects, Kennedy sided 
with the federal government. With 
respect to the former, Kennedy agreed 
with the Scalia opinion by concluding 
that the rulings of the lower courts in 
favor of the federal government must 
be vacated and remanded. Kennedy's 
agreement on the proper procedural 
disposition rendered Scalia's opinion 
for four justices a "plurality opinion" 
for the Coua and Stevens's opinion for 
four a "dissenting opinion." 

But here is where it starts to get 
tricky. Although K e ~ e d y  agreed that 
the judgment should be vacated and 
remanded for further consideration, 
the test he declared for defining the 
proper bounds for Clean Water Act 
juidiction rejected every single one 
of the significant limitations advo- 
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nection (in the sense of h 
waters) that shows the 

of jurisdiction is valid." 
Because, moreover, the Stevens diL 

sent expressly embraced 
view of jurisdiction with thecaveat 
its only fault was not going far 
the precedential effect for the lo 
courts is a five-vote majority in f a 4  
of upholding an assertion of 
jurisdiction based on Kennedy' 
nale. As a practical matter, the 
the Corps may well have lost the 
but have won the jurisdictional w ,, 
Rapnos and Carubell. 

mains,however, a s i w d  
rub. Kennedy declared the exis 
.egulations invalidly imprecise, 
providing a roadmap for their 
sion. 7hechiefjusticeseparately 
the Corps for failing to exploit 
"generous leeway" they would hag 
been entitled had they already doe 
so. With the Scalia plurality loo 
in the background, the Corps 
be well advised to accept 
invitation. And, as Breyer counsel 
"speedily so." . 
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